Livestream: New public opinion polling on skills training
Do you want to be the first to see preliminary results of new public opinion
research looking at what people want to hear from candidates about skills
training? Join NSC on Facebook streaming live from #SkillsSummit2019 for
Election Reflections & Projections: Voters’ Views on Skills Training.

Amidst the many divisive issues in the 2018 midterms, skills training quietly
emerged as a nonpartisan, commonsense answer to economic anxieties felt by
Americans on both sides of the political divide. Polling and focus groups during
the 2018 cycle suggest that affirmative skills messages could have been
effective for candidates from both parties in highly contested elections. What will
this mean for the 2020 election cycle which will start in earnest in 2019? Be the
first to see preliminary results of new public opinion research by National Skills
Coalition looking at what voters - republican, democrat, and independent - want
to hear from presidential candidates about skills training in the next election
cycle.
Moderator: Adam Harris, The Atlantic
- Brian Stryker, Partner, ALG Research
- Anne Kim, Vice President, Domestic Policy, Progressive Policy Institute
- Brent Orrell, Resident Fellow, Domestic Policy, American Enterprise Institute
- Rachel Unruh, Chief of Staff, National Skills Coalition

Click here to join us live on February 5 at 4:30 pm EDT

If you are interested in watching more Skills Summit plenaries, tune in by visiting
our Facebook page.



1pm ET on Tuesday, Feb. 5: 2019 Skills for Good Jobs Agenda
9am ET on Wednesday, Feb. 6: There's more than one "future of work":



Uneven prospects for different workers
12 noon ET on Wednesday, Feb. 6: Stories from across the aisle: How
bipartisanship can change the course of skills policy
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